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SUMMARY 

A geological and radiometric survey was 
performed on the grid covering par s of the two 
claim groups comprising this project. Several 
groups of radioactive conglomerate beds, not all of 
which have been tested by previous owners, were 
located but it was not possible to detect their 
presence beneath the drift covered portions of the 
property. The ratio of uranium to thorium would 
appear to be about 1:1 based on analyses of selected 
specimens from old trenches and radiometric data. 
The analyses were all quite low in uranium and 
thorium and they all contained traces of gOld. 

INTRODUCTION 

In mid-June, 1976, a grid of roughly 22 miles 
of cut lines was completed covering all the Mississagi 
Formation rocks on the property where they were thought 
to hold any potential for discovery of uranium mineral
ization. Grid lines were spaced at 400' intervals. In 
late June and early July a program consisting of detail
ed geological mapping (1" • 400') and a ground radio
metric survey was carried out over this grid in an 
attempt to: 

i) Detail the stratigraphy of the known 
radioactive conglomerate beds and their 
relationship to the J 3sement rocks. 

ii) Find any previously unrecorded conglomerate 
beds. 

iii) Determine the structural elements controll
ing the distribution of the rock types. 

iv) Detect any buried extensions of the exposed 
radioactive conglombrate beds. 

The property consists of two claim groups known 
as the Burns Option snd the McVittie-Burns Option, made 
up of 11 and 19 unpat~nted mining claims respectively 
(Table 1). The claims in Hutton Township lie in an arca 
of rocks the Huronian about 2S miles north 
of t C of Sudbur~ and miles north of the Town t 
"preol LQGatioi. Figure 1). 
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Access to the property was by very roulhbu5h 
road for approAimately three miles, off the paved road 
from Capreol to the National Steel Company of Canada Ltd.'s 
Moose Mountain Mine. The road ends at the Vermilion River 
and a canoe was very convenient for travelling to the 
northw~stern portions of the grid, although it is possible 
to walk to all parts of the grid. 

Air and road transportation to the Sudbury area 
is normalJy excellent and Capreol is on the main trans· 
Canada line of the C.N.R. 

TABLE I 

Claims making up Hutton Township Project (764) 

Me Vittie - Burns Option (01): 

S 425294 - 298 ........... 5 claims 
S 425419 - 41.1 .......•... 3 claims 
S 425424 - 426 ....••...•• 3 claims 
S 461494 - 499 ........... 5 claims 
S 416548 - 549 .....•....• 2 claims 

19 claims 

Burns Option (02): 

S 409528 - 542 ..••...••. 15 claims 
S 425422 . 423 .•...••..• 2 claims 

17 clai .. ,s 
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HISTORY 

The region has been mapped twice by ODM geologists 
(Kindle, 1932 and Neyn, 1970), at scales of 1" • 3/4 and 
1/2 mile respectively. Both outline the gross stratigraphic 
features and basement relationships but Meyn (1970) incorporates 
a more up to date stratigraphic nomenclature and includes a des
cription of the uranium showings and conglomerate beds on the 
Amax property. 

Meyn (197'1) reports that in 1966, the main part of 
the Amax property was held by Assembly Mines Ltd. Hudson Bay 
Exploration and Development optioned the ground and drilled 
sixteen diamond drill holes on the 3000' northern band of pebble 
conglomerate beds as ~ell as three holes into the conglomerate 
beds on the west side of the Vermilion River. The logs of these 
holes were filed for assessment purposes. Six trencnes, presumably 
opened during this period of work, were located during the present 
survey. 

Two more trenches were found on the more southern 
major conglomerate band and it has also been reported that two 
diamond drill holes were drilled in this vicinity, one of which 
had encouraging results and the other not. (Ike Burnes, pers. 
comm.) No signs of this drilling were noticed dur;~g t~e present 
survey. 

TOPOGRAPHY & SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 

The topography of the property Is locally rugged 
with outcrops, especially of quartzites, occurring mainly on 
steep-edged ridges and plateaux. Relief is generally 4Q' to 
100' along small scarps but more like 150' along larger ones 
near the Vermilion River (Plate I). Low t ound near the river 
is filled with boulder fields of glacial outwash. Higher up 
and further from the river overburden is a more rolling bou!d;~ 
till with numerous small ridges and hillS, possibly somewhat 
sculpted by glacial runoff action. The scarp-like nature of the 
outcrops, with boulder filled valleys between, creates many 
topographic lineaments, some of which may reflect fault in 
bedrock. 
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Many large (up to 25' diameter) glacial 
erratics of Bruce Formation conglomerate are visible 
around the shores of Bannagan Lake and along the tr~nd 
of the lake to the southeast. If there are partly buried 
boulders of comparable size, they would be difficult, 
if not impossible, to distinguish from small outcrops. 

At the time of the present survey the bush 
was very dry. One la·ke, Bannagan (locally known as 
Dunlop) Lake occurs on the property. Several other 
lakes, essentially formed by the damming action of 
beavers, were dried up. In addition, several dried 
up muskeg or spruce bog areas occupy local despressions. 

~ost of the white pine was logged off 
long ago (~xr,ept for the extreme western part 
of the grid) and forest cover now consists at second 
growth birch, poplar and alder. Most open areas have 
a cover of thick bracken. 

GEOLOGY 

General 

Rocks exposed on the property belong to three 
subdivisions. These are the Bruce and Mississagi 
Formations of the Huronian Supergroup which lie uncon
formably on intermediate volcanic basement rocks. This 
contact appears to be offset dextrally by two parallel 
faults but it is highly probable that other minor 
faults exist. 

A three foot boulder of Espanola (1) Form
ation limestone was noted at l8+3SN on L28E. As this 
rock typedisintegrates readily, it probably did not 
travel far and may occur closer than the nearest out
crop on published maps, (about ~ milp east of this 
boulder). 

Stratigraphy 

On the accompanying 1" • 400'. geology map 
k pocket) the rocks have been placed into three 

ivisions, two of which have been broken dO\fn further 
on the b,asis of lithololY. 
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Map Unit 1: 

Bas~.ent rocks to the Huronian supergroup 
are exposed at the southern edge of the eastern part 
of the Amax grid. They are all intermediate or inter
mediate to felsic volcanics, probably tuffs. They are 
usually schistose with no primary structures visible, 
but on the south tie-line around l8E they show prominent 
thin (1:£") bedding. Three to four hundred feet west of 
lOS on L48E they appear to contain a few diffuse 
scattered fragments up to 2" in diameter. 

The volcanics Rre generally coloured a dark 
grey-green on the weathered surface and a lighter grey
green on the fresh surface. Tiny feldspar phenocrysts 
and biotite flakes or clots are sometimes visible in 
hand specimen. 

One small outcrop near l7+50E on TL17S has a 
radioactivity level roughly six times background 
although the large, thin-bedded outcrop mentioned above 
i~ immediately adjscent and is nowhere above background. 

Map Unit 2: 

Rocks of the Mississagi Forma£ion have been 
divided into four map units on the basis of 
lithology and are designated a), b), c), and d) on 
the accompanying 1" ::II: 400' geology map (back pocket). 

Map unit 2a is the uppermost member of the 
Mississagi For~ation mapped on the property. It is 
a fine grained argillaceous sandstone. It is generally 

lewish and even textured on the weathered surface and 
greyish on the fresh surface. Texture is usually 
massive. Tiny flakes of biotit~ are usually pre~ nt, 
giving the dark colm .. ;" and di rty app'earance. I t is not 
~ncommon to find tiny specks of pyrite disseminated 
in this unit but there is no apparant radioactivity 
associated with it. 

M~p unit 2b is the most abundant of the 
Mississagi Formation subdivisions. It has a well 
defined c~ntact where it und~rlies 2a in the western 
part of the grid. Further east small outcrops of 2. 
and 2b are found intermingled and there appears to 
be no clear cut contact, although Map unit 2b still 
tends to be best developed in the middle and lower 
parts of the formation. This unit tends to make up 
the larler outcrops a.nd usually forms high ground .. 
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The rock is mainly a medium grained quartzite 
or arkosic quartzite, coarser grained and cleaner than 
2a, but there is probably a gradational facies change 
relationship between them. The weathered surface is 
commonly vhite to pinkish or yellowish white while the 
surface is generally pale greyish white (from very fine 
grained biotite impurities and feldspar) or pinkish white 
(due to reddish hematitic staining of the quartz and 
feldspar grains). Cross bedding is common allowing 
numerous tops determinations to be made. It is locally 
very prominent as in the outcrops near the VermilioD 
River at the south end of lines 12W, 16W and ZOW. No 
paleocurrent measurements were attempted but it seemed 
that the cross beds changed from a southeasterly to a 
northwesterly component of current direction, as seen in 
outcrop exposures, near line zaw (going down in section?) 
along the river. 

Map unit 2c is the member of the Mississagi 
Formation with the economic attraction. It is a pebble 
conglomerate which was radioactive everywhere on the 
property. Degree of radioactivity varied from three 
to forty times background. The conglomerate occurs 
in numerous beds or groups of beds ranging from small 
pebble trains one pebble thick to 10 to 15 foot thick 
beds. Pebble size varies from ~" to 2" but is uniform 
in any outcrop. Beds usually have very sharp, straight 
upper and lower contacts. Distribution appears to be 
in bands containing numerous very long (much longer 
than any of the outcrops) con8lomerate lensese Pebble 
size and bed thickness is greatest in the central parts 
of the lenses, which thin and interfinger at the edges 
with the 2b quartzites. Some coarser grit beds in out
crops of 2b are faintly radioactive and may be the most 
distal fringes of conglomerate lenses. 

There are four main beds or groups of beds of 
radioactive conglomerate exposed, at at least three 
different stratigraphic levels. It is difficult to 
determine their distance from basement because of the 
offset along the Milnet Fault which disrupts the Huronian 
stratigraphy, causing the rocks on the west side of the 
fault to be displaced from their proper stratigraphic 
position. -Assusing non-repetition of sequences on the 
east side of the fault, the uppermost beds, occurring 
over 3000 feet of east-west strike, are exposed about 
3500 feet from bas.ment volcanics. Given the st •• p 
beddinl attitudes, this is probably close to the true 
stratilraphic distance. This conglomerate has b.eD 
testoG in tb. past by diamond drilling and tren~hlDI • 
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The next cORglomerate down section is exposed over 
1200 feet of east-west stike, the west end against 
the Milnet Fault and the east apparently pinching 
out into ~everal thin, fine beds. This conglomerate 
horizon would be roughly 2000 feet above the basement 
and has re~eived less attention in the past in spite 
of its stro~g resemblance to the upper one and its 
more favourllble stratigraphic position. About 700 
feet lower s~ill are several thin conglomerate beds. 
exposed over about 150 feet against the Milnet Fault 
at the south end of line l6W. The strike of these 
beds' is closer to 1200 • Further east, around 75 
between lines 16E and 20E, is a group of isolated, 
high weathering outcrops displaying numerous thin 
beds of radioactive conglomerate also striking 
approximately 1200 • They occur about 1000 feet 
above basement and may correlate with the lower-
most beds further west (at the south end of line l6W). 
These beds could not be traced east or west due to a 
lack of outcrops in this part of the property. 

The nature of the conglomerate is a well 
sorted pebble conglomerate. Angularity of fragments 
varies from sub-angular at the fringes of the lenses 
to rounded in the thicker central portions. Pebbles 
are mainly very pure granular, white quartzite (or 
recrystallized quartz?) but with some glassy quartz, 
grey chert and pink chert pebbles as well. An occasional 
argillite pebble was noted. The rock is from 60\ to 
85\ pebbles with the matrix being a grey, finer grained 
dirty quartzite, vaguely reminiscent of 2a. Rust and 
pyrite are not uncommon, especially in the thicker 
beds, and are associated with higher radioactivity. 
Pyrite is fine grained and disseminated, often as tiny 
cubes, and where the pebbles are more numerous (and 
matrix scarce) it co~~only appears to be rimming the 
pebbles. Whether this is an eff~ct of packing ratios 
or recrystallization can not be said. 

Map unit 2d is called an argillite. Generally 
there occur thin interbeds of siltstone or argillite 
within the thick beds of 2b. Sometimes these thin 
(2" to 1') beds are slightly rusty and weakly radlo
active (two or three times background)-. Occasionally 
there is a faint lamination of the argillite beds due 
to thin streaks of sandy material. Towards the base 
of the Mississagi SOBle thicker argillite beds are found 
Just east of the south end of L16W, on the shore of the 
river, a rou,hly 20 foot thick argillite bed is exposed. 
Tld. bed i. finely and evenly lamillated with alternatill, 
li,ht dark luiaae. 
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Cautio •• ust be exercised when using the 
thin ar,illite interbeds as bedding indicators as 
there are very 5i.ilar appearing patches and bands 
of "Sudbury Breccia" (or "pseudo-tachyllite") which 
have been observed to crosscut bedding in many 
places. 

The rock types in the Mississagi as mapped on 
the property are not inconsistent with a river-bed or 
deltaic depositional model. 

Map Unit 3: 

On the accompanying r t 
III: 400 t eeology map 

(back pocket) the Bruce Formation has been divided 
into two lithologies, 3a being conglomerate and 3b 
a fine grained dirty quartzite or sandstone. The 
3b quartzite may in fact be zones devoid of large 
clasts rather than the characteristic quartzite 
described by Meyn (1970) and quoted below: 

-The Bruce Formation conformably overlies 
the Misaiasagi Formation. This formation is 
essentially a conglomerate but interbeds of 
quartzites are COlllmOD near the base of the 
formation and occur locally h~gher up in t~~ 
section. These rare quartzitic in~erbeds are 
good indicators of bedding in the cong1omer.ate. 
Sometimes a zone devoid of pebbles next to a 
zone rich in them is taken as an indicator of 
bedding, but this is not a reliable indication 
because this zone can not be traced over an 
appreciable distance due to discontinuous out
crop, and probably due to the discontinuity of 
the feature itself ...•••... 

-The typical Bruce Formation is a loosely 
packed paracong10merate containing from 10 to 
40 percent fragments. The fragments vary in 
siae from 1/25 inch to 3 feet (1 mm to 1 metre) 
but measure usually about 1/2 inch to 4 inches. 
The fragments are mo~t commonly a white to grey 
qrantic rock but fragments of diabase, "green
stone-, chert, greywacke, and argillite are also 
found. The matrix that supports these fragments 
is oo .. only dark grey-greenish in colour. This 
.atrix is composed of rounded to subanqu1ar grains 
(0.2 •• to 1 m.) of quartz and felspar in a finer 
trained matrix of .ica and quartz. This puts the 
.a~rix of the Bruce Conglomerate into the grey
waoke an4 subgreyvacko group of the arenites." 
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STRUCTURE 

There is little evidence of obvious structural 
complexity to be seen. Bedding has been dragged slightly 
along the Milnet Fault as seen by the conglomerate bed 
attitudes. Two outcrops near the east end of the upper
m~st conglomerate unit show contorted and broken bedding 
which could indicate that the rocks reacted in a relative
ly brittle fashion to the gentle folding which occured in 
the northwest part of the grid, or could reflect some aore 
intense but local event. 

From available outcron data the Bruce-Mississagi 
contact is seen to have undergone broad gentle folding in the 
northwest part of the grid and the attitudes of bedding in the 
uppermost conglomerate unit also reflect this feature. 
The Mississagi-basement contact is only seen in the south
west part of the grid and two north-south, dextral, strike
slip faults are invoked to explain its location. 

It can be legitimately questioned whether more 
faults exist. It is highly probable because of the brittle 
nature of the deformation but they cannot be inferred from 
presently availab1e information. 

One possibility to keep in mind is that the two 
main (and stratigraphically highest) conglomerate beds, 
because of their strong lithologic similarities, may 
really be only one. Their present stratigraphic separation 
could result either from strike-slip faulting (Figure 2) 
or chevron folding (Figure 3). There is no evidence of an 
offset in the Bruce-Mississagi contact equivalent to that 
required by faulting and, while the folding could be intra
folial, there is no exposure of an intermediate limb or 
equiyalent bedding attitude change. 

Some more intricate structure may also be 
necessary to account for the occurrence of several possible 
outcrops of Bruce Formation from lines 24E to 32E north 
of the baseline. 
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ECONOMIC GEOLO~{ 

All the exposures of pebble conglomerate 
(map unit 2c) are radioactive, usually at least five 
to ten times background and locally up to 45 times. 
Table II gives uranium, thorium, and gOld assay 
results from samples collected from trenches and out v 

crops of conglomerate. The samples were selected from 
the most radioactive location possible in an attempt. 
to minimize possible leaching effects on the assay 
results. It can be seen that the grade is loW and 
the thorium content is fairly high relative to uranium. 
Surface leaching may have affected the values at the 
locations sampled but it is believed that they are 
similar in magnitude to those obtained in the drilling 
program on the u~permost conglo.erate beds in 1967. 

Table III compares the scintillometer readings 
on each assay sample (before crushing but after back
ground was removed) with the assa)" results. Figures 4 
and 5 are graphical comparisons of absolute uranium 
levels and uranium/thorium ratios with the scintillometer 
data from Table III. The graphs are certainly not 
ideal but this mainly reflects the inaccuracies of 
measuring such small samples over such small time 
peliods (five minutes) • 

Table IV shows the detailed scintillometer 
readings taken on conglomerate beds at all the stations 
located on the 1" :: 400' geology map (back pocket). 
Obviously the absolute readings cannot be compared 
directly to those in Table III because of the greatly 
increased mass being measured. The T2/T~ values should 
6ive a good idea of the uranium/thoriOm ratios though, 
and they appear to be similar to those in the assayed 
samples" The aVt!rage T /T ,·alues for each set of 
conglomerate beds (numb~red 1 through 4 from northwest 
to southeast pro2ressively) indicate uranium/thorium 
ratios of roughly 1:1 or slightly less (Table V). 
A T2/T~ of 3.5 indicates a pure thorium source when 
the instrument is properly calibrated. 

Within the accuracy limitations of the present 
survey, there seems to be a direct relationship between 
coarseness, roundness, and pyrite content of the con
glomerate and its radioactivity. While rust is found 
in other lithologies, they seldom show even double 
background radioactivity. 



TABLE II 

Assays of rock samples from surface exposures 
(locations shown on 1"-400' geology map) 

Sample \U30 8 \ThO Z Au oz./ton 

B340l Trace Trace 
83402 0.005 Trace 
83403 Trace 0.010 Trace 
83404 Nil Trace Trace 
B3405 0.035 0.035 Trace 
83406 0.015 0.025 0.01 
B3407 0.010 Trace 
83408 0.020 Trace 
B3409 0.015 0.070 Trace 
83410 0.010 0.020 Trace 
iJ3411 0.005 0.025 Trace 

• B34l2 Nil Trace 



TABLE III 

Comparison of Scintillometer and Assay Results from 
Analysed Samples (background removed) 

Sample Tl T2 T3 T2/T3 \U 308 \Th02 
-'--

B340l 42 0 00 Trace 
B3402 86 5 17.2 0.005 
B3403 136 86 16 5.4 Trace 0.010 
B3404 0 6 8 0.75 Nil Trace 
83405 421 276 44 6.3 0.035 0.035 
B3406 372 264 59 4.5 0.015 0.025 
B3407 II\) 84 7 12 0.010 
B3408 380 272 55 4.9 0.020 
B3409 450 342 99 3.5 0.015 0.020 • B3410 120 84 0 00 0.010 0.020 
B3411 417 289 77 3.8 0.005 0.025 
B3412 249 135 9 15 Nil 
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TABLS IV 

Detailed Scintillometer Readinis 

Station Tl Tl T3 T .3 

H 1 1500 14S0 410 3.S 
H 2 5020 4S00 102S 4.4 

2660 19S0 450 4.3 
H 3 30S0 2300 SSO 4.2 

3200 890 3.6 
1620 320 5.1 
3200 8S0 3.8 
2400 S90 4.1 
1120 208 S.4 

H 4 >6000 4800 13S0 3.6 
3200 2400 500 4.8 
3200 2300 580 4.0 

" 5 850 230 3.7 
Z100 480 4.4 
15£;0 320 4.7 

H 6 l200 600 3.7 
3800 2650 b60 4.0 

H 7 1220 830 220 3.8 
H 8 - 250 
H 9 2900 2400 600 4.0 
HlO 4200 3000 600 5.0 

2600 1680 350 4.8 
H11 !050 2000 360 5.6 
H12 6800 4600 800 5.8 
H13 3600 2600 600 4.3 

4600 3000 700 4.3 
H14 3100 2000 390 5.1 
Hl5 4700 3000 800 3.8 

1320 250 S.3 
460 120 3.8 

"16 3800 2900 680 4.3 
H17 - SOO 600 (throughout) 
H18 1680 380 4.4 

2100 sao 4.2 
1040 720 190 3.8 
1160 820 260 3.2 



TABLE V 
Average values of T2/T3 

Conglomerate Section No. of Readings 

1 

2 
3 

4 

18 

9 

3 

4 

4.4 
4.3 
4.3 
3.9 

No new l'adioactive conglomerate was discovered 
in this survey. Most outcrops were shown on the aDM map 
(Mern, 1970) and all showed evidence of past stripping. 
It was not possible to trace buried extensions radio
metrically with any certainty as the most significant 
controlling factor for the readings was overburden 
thickness. Whether the units are faulted off or re-
peated by folding as discussed in the section on structure, 
above, or p~nch out or continue under the drift is there-, 
fore impossible to say at this paint. 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Four groups of radioactive congloAerate beds 
ranging in length from several hundred to several thousand 
feet have been located. Assay! indicate low levels of 
uranium and th~rium in surface exposures, in proportions 
of roughly 1:1. Radiometric results 5uppnrt this ratio. 
Due to overburden conditions and possible structural 
co.plexities, the location, or even presence, of these 
beds cannot be reliably predicted under the glacial debris 
on the basis of pre~ently available geological and radio
.otrie data. 

A reasonable first diamond drilling program 
for this property would have two target areas. Tho 
first would be to follow up on the exposed radioactive 
cODllo •• rate beds and the ,econd would-be to test the 
actual ba •••• nt contact lone. The uppermost 10BIest 

have been thorOulhly drilled but by wit~ 
uranium occurrence. in the lame the 

nor'1\\".lt, .. he better .ineralilation the lower 
beds, ulual1y within a fe. hundred feet b •••••• t. 
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19. 

Three or four short holes could test the 
second highest and second longest exposure of radio
active conglomerate. One more short hole would test 
the somewhat lower and mure westerly exposures on line 
20E. These four or five holes would entail approximately 
1300 feet of diamond drilling. 

The second prong of the attack could entail 
four holes, for a total of 2000 feet, designed to penetrate 
the basement contact where it occurs on the property. This 
contact is not well exposed so a ground magnetometer 
survey of that portion of the grid and the area Immediately 
south of the tie-line at 175 is recommended. In addition. 
some of the exposed contact is presently unstaked. Four 
claims should be located to cover this open ground. 

Tf the drilling proves interesting enough to 
make it de~irable to look for strike extensions of the 
conglomerate beds, geophysical methods of radon gas 
detection in the soil could prove useful. Although 
several techniques involving emmanometers and ai phameters 
appear to have cost and time advantages, the Track Etch 
system has proven much more reliable. The rugged nature 
of the topography may put the bulkier e1uipment of the 
emmanometer an~ a alphameter systems at a further dis
advantage from a logistical point of view. 

Recommended work, therefore, consists of the 
following proposals: 

1) Staking of four new claims to cover more of the 
basement contact zone. 

2) Magnetometer survey to better deiine the basempot 
contact where not exposed 

3) Roughly 1300 fe~t of diamond drilling to check the 
exposed conglomerate beds which are as yet untested. 

4) Roughly 2000 feet of diamond drilling to test the 
basement contact zone as defined by outcrop and the 
ground magnetometer survey. 

With encouragement, further work could consist 
of establishing strike extensions of surface exposures of 
radioactive conglomerate utilizing Tra~k Etch methods, 
followed up by more diamond drilling_ 
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PLATES 

I - Looking west across Vermilion River Valley (Milnet Fault) 

II - Pebble conglomerate at station H-l. 

III - Pebble conglomerate at station H-2. 

IV Pebble conglomerate at station H-3 (east end) 

V - Pebble conglomerate at station H-4. 

VI - Pebble conglomerate at station H-S 

VII - Pebble conglomerate at station H-6 (east half) 

VIII - Pebble conglomerate at station H-6 (central portion) 

IX - Pebble conglomerate at station H-6 (west end) 

• X - Pebble conglomerate at station H-7 

XI - Pebble conglomerate at station H-9 (trench) 

XII - Pebble conglomerate at station H-lO (north trench) 

XII I - Pebble conglomerate at station H-12 

XIV - Pebble conglomerate at station H-13 (east trench) 

XV - Pebble conglomerate at station H-13 (west trench) 

XVI - Pebble conglomerate at st~tion H-15 
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PLATE I 
Looking west across Vermilion River Valley (Milnet Fault) 

PLATE JI 

Pebbl~ anglomerate at station H-l. 



PLATE II I 

Pebble conglomerate at station H-2. 

PLATE IV 
Pebble conglomerate at station 11-3 (east end) 









PLATE XI 

Pebble conglomerate 
at station H-9 (trench) 

PLATE XII 

Pebble conglomerate 
at station :i - 10. 

(north trench) 





PLATE XV 
Pebble cOfl c lomerate Jt station H-13 (west trench) 

PLATE XVI 
Pebble conglomerate at station If-lS 



APPENDIX I 

RADIOMETRIC SURVEY 

In conjunction wi~h the geological mapping, 
a ground radiometric survey was performed over the 
whole grid. Measurements were made at 100' intervals 
along all lines, on outcrops between such stations, 
and on radioactive conglomerate beds between lines. 
The measurements are plotted as profiles on a 1" = 
400' grid map (back pocket). 

The instrument used was a McPhar TV-4 
Scintillometer. It allowed readings to be made 
differentially on a rate meter or integrally by a 
straight cumulative count. The rate meter employed 
time constants of 1, 3, or 10 seconds and the 
cumulative counts were made over periods of 1, 2, or 
S minutes. Four different channels measuring gamma 
radiation due to Thorium (T ), Thorium + Uranium 
(T 2 ). Thorium + Uranium + patassium (T I ), and all 
el~ments (TO) were provided. 

For the systematic coverage of the grid, 
measurements of T2 (Thorium + Uranium) were recorded 
as shown on the profiles (back pocket). They were 
made with the tip of the vrobe 1.8' above the ground 
except over outcrops where it was placed directly on 
the surface. The instrument was calibrated with a 
pure thorium source daily and background checks were 
made twice daily over the thick sand and gravel 
deposits along the road in. Routine measurements were 
generally made on the rate meter with a time constant 
of 10 seconds. Where such readings were significantly 
higher (I.e. usually> 500 cpm) than background, a 
timed reading of T2 and T1 , and in some cases Tl , was 
made over a period of I or 2 minutes. 



'ie GEOPHYSICAL - GEOl.OGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT 

------------------.:-pEP G 81977 
TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT 

FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE. REPEATED IN REPORT 
TECJlNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSION-'--- LAND!'. SEeTIO. 

Typc of Survc'¥, ___ G_E_O.;..L.;..O.;..G.;..I.;..C.;..A.;..L_SU.;..R_V_E.;..Y _______ _ 

Township or Area HUTTON TOWNSHIP 

Claim holder(s) AMAX POTASH LIMITED 

7 King St. East, Toronto, Ontario 

Author of Report D. H. Waddington 
Address 7 King St. East. Toronto. Ontario 

Covcring Datcs of Survey JUNE. 1976 JUL Y. 1976 
(linc:cvtling to office) 

Total Miles of Line cut __ 2_2 ________________ _ 

::!PE~I·~L eRQVISIOr-t5 DAYS 
CREDITS REgUESTED Gcophysical 

p~r claim 

--Elcctromagnet ie 
ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first -Magnetometer 

survey. -Radiometric 

ENTER 20 days for each -Other 

additional survey using lJCClIf}~jc.tl 40 
s.lmc grid. 

GCllchemic.11 

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provisionacdill do not apply to airborne .urv~ys) 

Magnetometer Electromagnetil: Radiometric __ _ 
(cnt ... days p<'T claim) 

DATE: Sept. 23/77 

PROJECTS SECTION , . 
Res. Geo!. __________ Qualifications 1:'?'\. r/~-; )1;// 
Previous Surveys ______________ ~ ______ _ 

Checked by ____________ datc ________ _ 

GEOl.OGICAL BRANCH _. _____________ _ 

Aspptoved by,_. __________ dat('. _____ _ 

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
Li5t numerically 

See attached Schedule .............. . ··· .. ······ip.:a-;~;·············· .. ······i~~.) 

....................................................... " ...• 

............................................................. _ ...... 
......................... , ....... " ............................... -



5.409528 13 
5.409531 y?
So 409532"""'-

5.409533 v 

S.409534 v / 

5.409535 Ii 

5.4095361/7/ 

5.4252941/ 

5.425295v 

5.425296 ./ 
5.4252971-

5.425298 L-

5.4:5419 'Iv 
5.425420 v 
5.425421 V 

5.425422 v 

5.425423 v 

5.425424 ...... 

5.4254251v 

5.461494v 

S.461495 v 

5.461496 ' < .:.. 

5.461497"'" 
5.461498" 
S.461499 v 

5.461548 ,/ 

5.461549 .. 

- HUTTON TOWN5HIP 

~lr....-'t'l-·-·v'---"-·';,.""''''''--:' ..... ,,' 

CF~~'-·[J./",,-"£'" .:,;." .". ~:t 

27 Mining Claims 

; , 



Projects 
Unit 

Technicai Assessment CT. ~ Ministry of 
NatlL!'al 

"'Resources 
Ontario 

(Supersedes 

Lands 
Administration 
Branc~l WorK Credits 

REVISED STATEMENT 

I Fil4t 
2.2496 

statement sent with Notice of Intent dated April 13. 1978) 

Recorded Holder 
Amax Potash Limited 

Township or Area 
L-___________________________________ B~u_t_t_o_n __ T_o_wn __ ._sh~ip. ________________________________________ __ 

Typ. 0' lurn, and IIUIIIHf or 
Ass.nme"! d!IJ1 credit p..- claim 

Geophysical 

Electroma\lnelic ____________ days 

Magnelomeler ______________ days 

Radiometric _____________ days 

Induced polarization __________ days 

Section 86 (18) _________ day$ 

40 Geofogical ____________ days 

Geochemical ____________ days 

Man days 0 Airbofllfl 0 

Special provision lID Ground 0 

Notice of Intent to be Issued: 

o Credits have been reduced because of partial 

cOllerage of claims. 

o Credits have been reduced because of corrections 

to work dates and figures of applicant. 

o No credits have been allowed for the following 

mining claims as they ""ere not sufficiently 

covered by the survey; 

Mining Claims 

S409528 

409532 to 35 inclusive 

425294 to 98 " 

425420 to 24 

461494 - 95 
" 

461497 to 99 inclusive 

461548 - 49 

NOTE: Mining Claims S.409531 - ~6. 425419 - 25 

and 491496 were only partly traversed therefore 

these five claims are b~i~g allowed only 20 days 

assessment credits each. 

Tile Mining Aecorder may reductl tile above credits if necassary In ordllr that l!"KIlotal number of ~I»'oved "'''''''ant days raoorOed on 
each Claim don not exCIted tile maximum allowed u follows: Gaophysical- 80; Geologlcal- "': ~lcal - 40; 



1978 05 03 

Mrs. i.. H. Chamesky 
HiniDa Recorder 
tieistry of .atural Resources 
174 DOuglas Street West 
Sudbury, Ontario 
PlE lel 

Dear ttt3. (;harnesky: 

f 
Vourfile: 

Our file; 2.2496 

Re: Hinin~ Claims S. 409528 at al, Button Twp. File 2.2496 

The Geological assessment work credits as listed with my Notice 
of Intent dated April 13, 1978 have been approved as of the 
above date. 

Pleue inform the recorded b, .. lder of these mining claims and 80 

indicate on your records. 

Yours very truly. 

R •• cGinn, Director 
s Administration Branch 

Whitney Block, Room 1617 
Queen"s Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
K7A lW3 
Phone: 416-965-6918 

DH/_ 

cc: Aaax Miaaral. Exploration 
Toronto. Ontario 
Attn: Hr. K. R. Clemi •• 

cc: Amax Potash L~ted 
Toronto, Ontario 

cc: Deputy Resional Director 
Sudbury, Ontario 
Attn: ledc1ent~ololbt 

u 



Ministry of 
Nqtural 
Resources 

1978 OS 09 

Hr •• R. H. Chamesky 
Hinins Recorder 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
174 Dougla~ Street Weat 
Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E lCI 

Dear Hrs. Charnesky: 

Your file: 

Our file: 2.2496 

Re: Hining Claims S. 409S28 et aI, Hutton Tvp. File 2.2496 

Further to our telephone conversation with your office on Hay S" 1978 
eucloNd b a revised statement indicating that mining claim 5.461499 
is entitled t~ 4U days geological credits. This claim was omitted 
in error from the statement sent with the Notice of Intent dated April 
13. 1978 and is now approved as of Hay 3, 1978. 

Pleue i '"form the recorded holder of this mining claim and so indicate 
on your records. 

truly, 

• HeCunl, Direct.,r 
d_ Admj:~~!-l;rati"D Branch 

Whitney Block. kaom 1617 
Queen'. Park 
Toronto. Ontario 
H7A lW3 
Phona: 416-965-6918 

DN/mw 

cc: AlDax Potash Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario 

IO:c: Amax Minerals Explon.tion 
TOrOl'lto, Ontario 
Attn: Hr •. 1(. It. Cl. __ 

c;:c: Deputy Ie,ioul ntrector " 
Iu4buq, OI\t'I~10 /' 
£AStlJ •• ".'4.,.1; OlololU.t V 
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